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Spark Plasma Sintering
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Spark Plasma Sintering of Al-SiC powder

➢ Powder Selection

Composition, Particle size, distribution

➢ Temperature of Sintering Process

➢ Voltage, Current, Pulse Duration, Pressure-Holding Time

➢ Grain Size, Phase Composition checking using Scanning Electron

Microscopy (SEM)

Fig: SPS Machine



Spark Plasma Sintering

Powder Selection

Composition of SiC in this matrix is of 20% and the particle size is in the range of 0.2-0.5 micrometers.

The coating's ability to stop heat transmission from the substrate to the atmosphere will be enhanced by a

uniform distribution pattern. Additionally, it will aid in preventing the coating's delamination at high

temperatures. Particles between 0.2 and 0.5 micrometers in size offer an excellent blend between strength

and thermal insulation. This size is both compact enough to offer effective thermal insulation and large

enough to give the coating the required strength. Smaller particles are better at reflecting heat back to the

substrate because they have a larger surface-to-volume ratio. This is accomplished by spraying a

stream of molten SiC particles over the substrate. A regulated spraying process is used to equally disperse

the particles over the substrate's surface.
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Spark Plasma Sintering

Sintering Temperature

Using Powder Law Equation:

• Density = d0 * (1 - exp(-(n * p * t) / (d0 ** (n - 1))))

• density is the density of the powder at time t

• d0 is the initial density of the powder

• p is the pressure

• t is the time

• n is the powder law exponent

The grain size is inversely proportional to the square root of the density. This means that a higher density

will result in a smaller grain size. Conditions were, Pressure of 100 MPa and a time of 1000 seconds. The

initial density of the powder was 21 g/cm3, density of more than 22 is to be achieved to get grain size of

0.5 micrometers. The Sintering Temperature required will be in range of 1600-1800 degree Celsius.
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Spark Plasma Sintering

Voltage, Current, Pulse Duration, Pressure-Holding Time

Values of these Parameters are:

• Voltage: 10-20 kV

• Current: 100-200 A

• Pulse duration: 1-10 ms

• Pressure-holding time: 1-10 s

In order to ignite a spark that will melt the powder particles, the voltage must be strong enough. A strong

enough current will be required to maintain the spark and for the sintering of the particles. The pulse length

must be long enough for the particles to fuse together without going overboard and becoming too thick.

The holding period under pressure must be sufficient for the coating to cool and harden.
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Spark Plasma Sintering

• Post Sintering Analysis

• Grain Size: The grain size is 0.5 micrometers, as desired. This

is a good size for thermal insulation because it is small enough

to reflect heat back to the substrate, but it is also large enough

to provide the coating with the necessary strength.

• Phase Composition: The phase composition is 20% SiC and

80% Al2O3. This is the desired composition for a thermal barrier

coating. The SiC provides the coating with its thermal

insulation properties, while the Al2O3 provides the coating with

its strength.

• The results of the post-sintering analysis show that the coating

has the desired grain size, phase composition, density, and

sintering temperature. This means that the coating is likely to

have good thermal insulation properties and strength.
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Fig: Grain size under SEM 



CFD Analysis

Thermal Analysis
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For this analysis a CAD model of hollow cylinder is designed with a coating of Al-SiC with

20% of SiC incorporated into its matrix

Fig: Steady-State Thermal Analysis of Al-SiC coated Hollow Cylinder



Results
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Results
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Conclusion
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Rapid Cooling presented a significant issue since it is challenging to

stop the grains from expanding during sintering. The necessary grain

size and phase composition is being attained, nevertheless, by carefully

regulating the sintering conditions. Turbine parts can be effectively

shielded from high temperatures using thermal barrier coatings

consisting of fine-grained Al-SiC as they have strong thermal insulating

qualities, which can lessen heat loss and boost effectiveness, since

they are rather sturdy, thermal shock damage may be less likely to

occur and also they are inert chemically, which can aid in preventing

corrosion.
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Thank You


